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Abstract

.

Estimates of elementary cross sections for dielectron production in pH and
pd reactions are presented. We use throughout the vector dominance model
for all hadron-hadron-photon vertices. Dynamical suppression mechanisms
(e.g., mass dependent A production rate, and the correct energy dependence
e
T matrix) bring the elementary rate near to experimental data
of t l ~ two-body
and previous estimates which do not use vector mesm dominance. 'She A,
Dalitz decays and bremsstrahluag appear as dominant; sources of &electrons,
Bremsstrahlung is dealt within an improved soft, photon approIrimation which
also applies for the pp collisions. Relying on a realistic deuteron \ Y ~ V hnctiosl.
B
we also estimate the energy depenaence of the ratio of dielectssn yields In ~d
to pp reactions and find qualitative agreement with new experineenita2 ~ e s ~ l t s ,

PACS. 24.10.-i, 24.90.-$-d
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I. INTRODUCTION
The available experimental datale3 on dielectron production in proton-proton or protonnucleus or nucleus-nucleus collisions at 1-5 GeV-A bombarding energies have stimulated a
series of theoretical investigations"13 of the elementxy production process. The reasons for
this interest are obvious. Dielectrons are thought to represent one of the promising signals
which can directly probe the dense and1 hot nuclear matter produced in heavy-ion collisions
at intermediate energies. The reliable description of various elementary reaction channels
for dielectron production serve as an input to theoretical models and event generators for
siml~latingheavy-ion collisions. These simulations are needed to unfold dielectron spectra
and to get the wanted information about the compressed and heated nuclear matter. Also via
the dielectron decay channel of vector mesons one can probe the behavior of such mesons in
an excited nuclear environment. The second-generation precision spectrometers axe devoted
to these investigations.
The mentioned theoretical investigations of the elementary production mechanisms of
dielectrons in pN reactions have step-wise improved the understanding of the relevant basis
processes4-14. These investigations have their own right, also with respect to new hadron
facilities (e.g., COSY in Jiilich), which are devoted to deeper insight into hadron structure,
hadronic reactions, and photon-hadron interactions. Concerning the dielectron production,
the models, with appropriate parametrization, are in satisfactory agreement with available
experimental data3 which are still with low statistics. New data with high statistics are
expected in the near future. Then, theoretical estimates and underlying assumptions can
be tested better since they depend ON certain model parameters which are discult to fix
without experimental data. For example, in dielectron processes the off-shell behavior of the
strong interaction part is probed in a wider kinematic regime than in the case of real photon
bremsstrahlung or elastic scattering of hadrons or light nuclei. The time-like (half off-shell)
form factor of the nucleon is still unknown in the region where the transfer momentumis near
the vector meson masses. Details of clertain channels, e.g., pn + vX,are rather unsettled
and reliable data do not yet exist. The latter fact is partially related to the difficulty
in getting reliable information on pn reactions, in general, via light nuclei by subtracting
masking many-body effects.
The aim of the present paper is to re-estimate dielectron production cross sections in
elementary nucleon-nucleon subprocesses and to apply them in pp and pd reactions at 1,
2 and 5 GeV. We rely here on the vector dominance model (VDM) that has proven to
be a useful guiding principle for hadron-photon interactions1'. The VDM form factor has
been implemented, e.g., in Ref.14 and it has been found to give reasonable results only if
nuclear matter corrections are taken properly into account. However, in the pp, and pd, and
p-light nuclei reactloas such a nudear correction is not operative, and one has to implement
the VDM form factor in an a&ternativeway16. Here, we present a detailed study of the
underlying micrsscopy in elementary ~ubprocesses'~of dielectron production in nucleon
nucleon coiHlsiorns.

Remember that at l to 5 GeV, the main dilepton sources are the following ones: T**annihilation, a', A, 77, W Dalitz decays, p N bremsstrahlung, and direct vector meson decays,
For pp and pd reactions, when focusing on dileptons with invariant masses in the range of
0.15 - 1.2 GeV, only A,q,w Dalitz decays, p N bremsstrahlung and direct vector meson
decays are essential.
The A Dalitz decay is one of the strongest dilepton channel. In Refs.516J3J4,it is used
within a model, where the A production cross section in pN-collisions is taken as a constan$
at fixed kinetic energy and is independent of the momentum transfer to the target nucleon,
which is related to the A mass directly. Experimental data17Js and theoretical modelslg,
however, show such a dependence: the A production cross section decreases with increasing
values of the momentum transfer. The maximum of the dilepton invariant mass depends directly on the A mass and therefore, one can expect some dynamical suppression of dileptons
at large invariant masses. We find that, in spite of this suppression, it is almost compensateul
by the VDM form factor enhancement; the form of the spectra changes, and they obtain
a resonance-like behavior at invariant masses near the rho-meson mass. In principle, such
a resonance-like behavior at the initial energy of 5 GeV has been found in R e f ~ . ~but
, * ~in
those calculations a too large value for the A production cross section was used; therefore,
a re-estimate of the delta production and delta decay mechanisms is needed.
The analysis of the pN bremsstrahlung contributionin most previous papers is practically
based on the so-called soft photon approximation. The soft photon approximation includes
several approximations. A few of them are acceptable (e.g., keeping only the electric part
of the haclron current and neglecting radiating from the virtual propagators and vertices),
while others (e.g. integration over unobservable phase space kinematical region) result in an
overestimation of the cross section. This overestimation is sometimes corrected by a phase
space volume reduction factor5. Here, we improve this approach by correct phase space
integration.
A further problem concerns the pp bremsstrahlung contribution, 'It is usually assumed
that, because of destructive interference of direct and exchanged amplitudes of the electric
part of the bremsstrahlung matrix element, the amplitudes compensate each other, But
that is not correct exactly, especially for high energy, The calculation of pp bremsstrahlmg
at 4.9 GeV in the soft photon approximation of Ref.13 shows that it may overestimate the
pn bremsstrahlung. So one expects only partial compensation of the electric part and both
the pn and pp contribution should be taken into account. This conclusion is confimed also
in the recent paper16 where both the proton nucleon bremsstrahlung and the delta Dalitz
decay are considered simultaneously within effectiveone bosofl exchange model.
Another strong source of dileptons is the q Dalitz decay, Most interesting here is %he
dilepton production near l GeV. The threshold energy for q production is ab~uk1.26 GeV,
and in pp collision this channel is suppressed kinemat,ically- For pd collisions, however:, it is:
open, but one has to deal carefully \with the mechanisms of snbthreshoid production.
These are the main items \ye are going to aaaiyze in some detail. Our paper is osganized.
as follows. In Sec. 2, we analyze the Daiitz A decay rate. Ia Sec. 3, we discuss pn m d PP

bremsstrahlung contributions in pd reactions within the soft photon approximation for the
electromagnetic hadron current with an exact multiple integration of the resulting matrix
element squared. In Sec. 4 and 5, we discuss, respectively, the contribution of the q,w
Dalitz decays and p, w direct decays. In Sec. 6, we present the calculated cross sections of
various reaction channels and compare the dilepton production in pp and pd interactions. A
summary is given in Sec. 7.
11. DALITZ DELTA DECAY

The cross section of the delta Dalitz decay is represented as follows:

and rAare the mass and total width of an intermediate delta; TA stands for the
and
delta production matrix ellement, t denotes, as usual, the momentum transfer squared at
2 A+e+ e- N
the rVlV + AN' vertex, and ( d r / d i M )
describes the differential width of the delta
decay into a dilepton with invariant mass M. The "weight function" D ( M A )is proportional
to the A-propagator squared which leads to the relativistic Breit-Wigner form

with the mean value of < MA > = MAO= 1.232 GeV/c2.
The simplest form of the ANT vertex is described by the interaction Lagrangian

tvlaere $N(pn), $~(PA),
y (k) are the nucleon, delta and pion wave functions, respectively,
and kp denotes the pion four momentum. Direct evaluation of the decay matrix element
Leads to a mass dependence of the A width in Eq. (31,

1-Eerek denastes the. c m - momentum in the nN-channel, and the constant C is determined
by the candition Fa(Mao) = 110 MeV, The dependence r A ( M A o )in Eqs. (3), (5) differs
from the eamespondlnag ones used in Reff6;however, both of them coincide at a few per cent
level.

4ie+e-N

The A-decay probability (dY/dM2)
interaction Lagrangian

is calculated on the basis of the AN-,-

where A p denotes the electromagnetic four-potential, and F,(m2) is the vector dominance
time-like electromagnetic form factor. For baryons this form factor in the kinematical region
is still unknown. Following the vector dominance principle we use the minimal way to
incorporate it: we assume that this form factor has a unique form for all hadrons, that is
we use the mry VDM form factor. The physical meaning of this is quite clear: the virtual
photon interacts with the pion cloud surrounding the nucleons and deltas. We employ the
experimentally established parametrization4
-4

with m; = 761 MeV,
= 118 MeV; the vertex function T p p (6) is taken from Ref.20. Th~e
result of a direct calculation may be written as

Here B$(MA) stands for the branching ratio of the electromagnetic width to the total delta
decay width [B$(& = 1.232 GeV) 0.6 10e2] and R$ is the ratio of the electromagnetic
delta decay widths for virtual to real photons,

+- +

+ +

and qo = (M2 $ M2 - m$)/(2M~), X(x,y,z) = x2 y2 z2 - 2(zy ys ss).
For the calculation of the $-integrated cross section ZA(s, .Mn)
in Eq. (21, tw adept The
one-pion exchange model. By straightforward calculation we find the A production matrix
element i n the form

where m, = 140 MeV/c, and kp is the four momentum of the exchanged pion. The csnstarnt
a is determined by .the nnosmsiization condition

In the above formula aA(s) stands for the A production cross section which we take as a
poduct of the well-known analytical parametrization of the A production cross section of
and the "high energy" correction factor
Ver West and Arndt21,

where go= 1.3 GeV, A = 0.5 G~v-', and E is the projectile kinetic energy in the laboratory system. The correction factor in Eq. (12) is introduced to ensure the reproduction of
experimenta1 data above E. .
The t-integrated A production cross section CA in Eq. (1) at fixed aa(s) depends on
the cut-off parameters ANNZ,AaNZ in Eq. (10), which should be fitted to the differential
cross section of the delta production. Fig. 1 shows the result of the fitting procedure for
the pp -+ nA++ reaction at initial kinetic energies 1.084 and 2.948 GeV. The solid lines
correspond to the exclusive delta ~roductioncross section with the T matrix of Eq. (10)
with ANNr = ANAT = 0.7 GeV. We calculate the spin averaged matrix element squared
using relativistic Rarita-Schwinger propagator for spin 312 particles. The long dashed lines
correspond to the calculation with the T matrix taken from Ref.lg with taking into account
the short-range correlations and cut-off parameters A N N ~= A N A ~= 0.545 GeV (set D
of Ref.lg). A similar result comes from the T matrix of Eq. (10) with the same cut-off
parameters, see the dashed lines in Fig. 1. At higher energies, one can see that the predictions
for these two last models practically coincide, while in the high-t region they differ from the
calculation with the cut-off parameters A 0.7 GeV. This differenceis also seen in the delta
Dalitz decay rate in pp interactions at 1 and 2 GeV shown in Fig. 2. The short dashed lines
represent the calculation with a constant t-weighted A production cross section in Eq. (1)
while the other lines correspond to the different A production T matrix (with the same
notation as in Fig. 1). One can see that at 1 GeV the MA dependence of the t-weighted cross
section in Eq. (2) suppresses the delta Dalitz decay rate by a factor of 2 at M 0,35 GeV.
The differences coming from different T matrix parametrizations are below 50%. At 2 GeV,
the suppression is even larger, a factor of 7 at M m,. The difference between different
models for the T-matrixmay amount up to afactor of 2. Therefore,for a clear understanding
of the A Dalitz decay rate, and more detailed data on the differentialdelta production cross
section at large rnsmentum transfer are necessary. In the subsequent calculations we will
use the delta production 7'-matrix as in Eq. (10) with AN% = ANAT = 0.7 GeV, which
seems to be preferable to reproduce the known experimental data on the delta production
cross section.
W
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111. BREMSSTRAHLUNG DILEPTOW PRODUCTION
Dileptan radiahion via pn bremsskrahlung has been extensively studied, cf. Refs.4~5110J1~22.
Explicit diagrammatic crtlculations of the pn bremsstrahlung are performed on the basis of

the one-boson exchange mode110*16>"t23
where four mesons (T,a, w,p ) are used for the description of the two-body p n T matrix. It is found that the result depends on the two-body
T matrix parameters which cannot be fixed uniquely only by fitting to the p n elastic scattering. This method is too complicated to be used as a convenient input in many-body
kinetic calculations of dilepton production in nucleus-nucleus collisions. As has been mentioned in the introduction, to avoid these difficulties, a method based on the soft photon
approximation5 has been used in Refs.617J4. One should have in mind that the soft photon
approximation contains at least three approximations: (i) it keeps only the electric part of
the electromagnetic current, (ii) it neglects the radiation from the internal charged meson
exchange lines and the nucleon-nucleon-meson vertices, and (iii) contains an approximate
integration over unobservable kinematic variables, where the momentum, energy and invariant mass of the virtual photon are assumed to be negligible as compared to the other
variables (e.g., the initial and momentum transfer, etc.). The comparison with the exact di~~.~
that
~ ~the
~ ~first two approximations change the result not
agrammatic c a l c ~ l a t i o nshows
more than a few percent and really may be approved. But the third approximation appears
crude. To improve the result, a phenomenological reduction factor has been introduced in
Ref.', which is aimed to reduce the remaining phase-space volume for the colliding hadrons
in their final state. We must stress that this factor cannot be extracted explicitly from a
multidimensional integral, and one should be careful in interpreting the final result within
this model, especially at large invariant dilepton masses. For all these reasons, in the present
paper we use a model which employs the first two approximations (i, ii) of the soft photon
approximation, however, takes into account exact kinematic relations. The net result reads

where P p V = -$(gpvq2 - qpqv) is a projector, and J P is the hadron current. The upper and
lower limits of the integral over dEl, are defined from the condition

Let us first discuss the structure of the hadron current. POTthe p n bremsstrahlung in the
soft photon approximation it has the usual form

which is gauge invariant in the on-shell limit
?-(S',

with

t ,p 2 ) = I ( S , i, m&)*

(16)

where p, and p: are the four momenta of the initial and outgoing protons; 7 is the strong
interaction two-body T matrix; t = (pa - pi)2 = 2m5 - 2EaEi 2papi(cosOq,pa COS 6 ~ + ~
ab--+aibi
( s , t ) denotes the
sin 0,,,, sin 8q,PbCOS v), S = (p, +p&)', S' = (P, Pa - q)2. (du/dt)
elastic ab 4 a'b! scattering cross section, the symbol a denotes a proton and b refers to a
neutron.
The electric part of the hadron current in a pp collision within the soft photon approximation takes the form

+

+

I-Iere p, and pb axe the four momenta of the projectile and target proton, and tr= (pb

-q)2.

It is seen that the hadron current J[p (18) does not vanish at finite values of qo and &l.
One of the still open and interesting questions here is the off-shell corrections to this
process. Each of the T matrices in Eqs. (15), (18) are far off shell with C m: # m&,where
mi,i = a, b, a', b' is the mass of interacting particles. If ure describe the nucleon-nucleon
interaction within an effective one-boson exchange T matrix model, we have to introduce
vertex form factors, which, for the on-shell case, depend only on the momentum transfer
squared t. For the "one half" on-shell T matrix, we have in the bremsstrahlung also effective
vertex functions that must depend on an additional invariant variable. The momentum
squared pZ of the off-shell nucleon may be chosen as this variable. For a qualitative analysis
we can use also the dimensionless off-shell variable [ = pppp,/mh,where m~ is the nucleon
rnass and pp denotes the four momentum of the virtual off-shell proton after or before
photon radiation. A kinematic analysis shows that, for large values of invariant masses as
~vellas for high energies and momenta of the virtual photon, [ is far from its on-shell value
= 1. A phenomenological analysis of the off-shell correction to the effective one boson
exchange T matrix is performed in Ref.I2 where some additional off-shell suppression of
the bremsstrahlung rate at higher energy is introduced. This suppression depends on the
value of a dimensional cut-off parameter which should range on a typical hadron scale 1-2
GeV. Unfortunately, till now we have not at hand an appropriately well-founded generic
theoretical model for the oB-shell T matrices and form factors. In order to avoid in the
present consideration such an additional parameter, in our further calculations we use the
on-shell model and put in Ecps.(l5), (18) t' = t and s' = S which are expected to give an
tapper estimate of the bremsstrahlung contribution. The procedure of including the off-shell
dependence into the electromagnetic form factors and two body T-matrices discussed in
Ref.16. Bat the concrete calculation in Ref,16 is performed with the on-shell form factors
and the finnal results of Ref.'' and in our approach are very close to each other.
Fig- 3 shows separately the contribution of the pp and pn bremsstrahlung at 1 GeV. One
can see that at 1 GeV the pp contribution is about 30-40% of the pn bremsstrahlung. For
comparison, we dsa present the result of calculation of the pn bremsstrahlung within the
traditisna1 safk photon i4ppr6ximhtion5:

,

~

where R2 is the Lorentz invariant two-body phase-space integral of the final two nucleons of
the energy &. In calculating Eq. (19) the expression for the p n elastic cross section is taken
the same as in Eq. (15). One can see that the soft photon approximation with a phase-space
correction results in a twice times larger cross section compared to a calculation with taking
into account the explicit conservation law.
In all our calculations we use an energy dependent parametrization for the elastic pp and
pn cross sections. These cross sections decrease with increasing eneTgy, which leads to a
decrease of the bremsstrahlung rate i n the total dilepton production. In the pd interaction
the p n and pp contributions are summed coherently.
IV. MESONS DALITZ DECAY
The contribution of the 7 Dalitz decay takes the form

\he'n
calculating
where the number 0.39 is the branching ratio for the 7 + yy decayz4, %
the ~jrproduction in the pd scattering, we use a realistic deuteron wave function +d obtained
within the Paris potential modeP5

where is the relative nucleon momentum in the deuteron, and R denotes the flux factor.
The internal nucleon motion in the deuteron is important near and below the q threshold.
We also include short range correlations describing a simultaneous interaction of the proton
with a correlated two-nucleon cluster in the deuteron wave function with a 5% probability as
in Ref.26. Such an effect has been found important for scattering processes near thresholds
In the present calculation, the 7 production cross section is taken
and at large
in the form
(11

u ~ d - n ~ ( s ) = ( 1 - a ) g p d + ~ ~( S )

+

(2)
a u p d + q ~ (S),

(221

where a is the correlation probability (a = 0.05),
is determined by Eq. (216, ~ h i atd2)
k
is the contribution of the correlated two-nucleon cluster, which we will discuss later.
The cross section for the q production in pp collisions via, the intermediate N"j1535)
resonanice has been studied within the one boson exchange model isn R e f ~ . " ~ +
The
~ %J ~ S S U o~f~ S
those calculations depend on the input parameters and are diger-ent in the two quoted papers
just near the threshold. The assumption that the threshold behaviox of the produ@ti.on
cmss seiction in the coliisioa of particles a and b is mainly deter~medby the ghme ~pd,ce:
integral results in
i

In our calculation, we use a n analytical ~arametrizationof a,,,,,,(s)
and given explicitly by

motivated by Eq.(23)

This parametrization gives an average estimate of Ref~.">~'
and numerically coincides with
the prediction of Ref.31.
The q-production cross section in pn-collisions near the threshold is a subject of some
debate. TJsually, it is assumed that this cross section should be scaled when comparing with
the pp cross section, i.e., a,,,,,,
= rc, a,,,,,,.
The possible increase of a,,,,,,
reflects the
dynamics of the eta production which is beyond our "kinematical" consideration given by
Eqs. (23,24). But if we introduce the enhancement factor K into,,,,
a
then approximately
the same factor (W (1 6))should be included into the cross section of interaction of the
proton with a correlated two-nucleon cluster.
3. Estimation of *within a
The one-boson exchange model prediction of Ref.29is K
statistical string r n 0 d e P ~ 1
gives
~ ~ K 1in a wide energy range, starting from the threshold.
An attempt of a direct extraction of K from experiment near the threshold indicates a large
8-9. Unfortunately, we have no firm information on the cross section a,,,,.
value34 K
On the one hand, the energy dependent OBE model parameters of R e f ~ . ~are
~ . ~not
' fixed
from independent experiments. On the other hand, extracting aP,,,,,, from the nuclear
data one has to take carefully into account both the internal motion of the nucleons and
short range nucleon-nucleon correlations in nuclei. The latter effect increases the total cross
section near the threshold strongly (about one order of magnitude), and this increasing
may be described phenomenologically as increase of K. Taking into account this indirect
we adopt later on the same expression as for the pp case, Eq. (24)
knowledge on cpn-+Qpn
with A = 3 - 103 rnb - GeV2, b = 33 and y = 2.1. The contribution of the two-nucleon
1.3 GeV. Eqs. (23)
correlation becomes completely negligible at bombarding energy E
(2)
and (24) give the prescription for
in Eq. (22). This expression has the same form
$ ( g p p+ cP,)with the substitution X(s, m;, m:) + X(2s m:, 47-4, m:).
At 1 GeV, the 7-production cross section, with taking into account only the internal nucteon motion, is about 2.6 - IW4 mb, while with two-nucleon correlation we obtain
Q~~,~(M
s ) 5.1 . 1F3 mb. This strong effect of the subthresold 7-production is seen in the
dilepton distributions a t initial energy 1 GeV at large invariant masses near the kinematical
limit. In &hiscase, the contribution of the q-Dalitz decay is comparable with the contribution of the A-DaBitz decay and pd bremsstrahlung, and is seen but is not dominant. So, we
find that, the total dilepton invariant mass distribution in pd collisions at 1 GeV is not very
sensitive to the large uncertainty of the eta production crass section in pn-collision near the
threshold, For higher energies (-5 GeV), we have to take into account the total inclusive
eta produs;t;ioncross section that is Parges than the exclusive cross section discussed above.

+

-

>

+

At 4.9 GeV, we use the upper limit for the eta production cross section13: 0.5 mb with
U,, = U,,;
our choice of IG = 1 corresponds to the prediction which is in agreement with the
statistical string model32.
Estimates of the W Dalitz decay may be performed on the basis of Eq. (20) with the
substitutions an -+ a,, m, -+ m,, mo --t m,, 2 a -+ a and 0.39 -, 0.08. Using the known
experimental data on the w production cross section3', we find that the contribution of the
w Dalitz decay to the dilepton production is several orders of magnitudes smaller than the
contribution of other subprocesses even at 5 GeV.
We do not consider the Dalitz decay of pions because it contributes to the low invarian$
mass region M 5 m, not investigated here.
V. DIRECT DECAY OF THE VECTOR MESONS

In principle, it is difficult to distinguish between the "pure" bremsstrahlung discussed i a
Sect. 3 with the intermediate p meson formation and the contribution of the direct vector
meson decay to the lepton pair with the same final states. But as has been discussed above,
because of the energy dependence of the two-body T matrix (or nucleon-nucleon elastic
scattering cross section) the contribution of pure bremsstrahlung decreases with increasing
kinetic energy while the p, w production cross sections increase. To avoid a double counting
~roblem,we use a simple recipe that at low energy E 3 GeV only the pure b r e m s s t r a h l ~ n ~ ,
defined in Sec. 3, contributes while for energies larger than the p, W production threshold the
bremsstrahlung is considered only as a subprocess of the direct decay of vector mesons, TB
be correct, this mechanism and the Dalitz delta decay channel should be summed coherently*
An exact solution of this complicated problem on the basis of microscopic decofllposition of
the subprocesses without double counting is beyond the scope of the present consihation,
Instead,, we put the strong interaction part in a vector meson production cross section and
consider its decay into the dielectron channel. This is an analog to the handling of the delta
Dalitz decay contribution in Sec. 2 which is commonly used "'B6.
The cross section of the vector meson decay into an electron pair may be wxitten in the
following form:

<

where r ; [ M ) is the mass-dependent total width of the "i vector meson decay, Bi is,
the known electromagnetic decay branching ratio2g, the cross section .6;v;(s) is the totiti vector meson production cross section. For the nanow w-raonarace:%,ont can take
(m,). An interaction Lagrangim far the pw+~--lvertex
f, (134)

Ieads to the mas-dependent p-decay tvidth l?, ci Ppr;tx

Dileptons with invariant masses M < 2m, are LLproduced"
by the virtual p-mesons with zero
width. The cross section for the p, w production near the threshold has been studied within
the Nambu-Jona-Lasinio model in Ref.37. In our calculation, we use the predicted value
a,,, (E = 4.9GeV)
0.09 mb which is in agreement with available experimental datass.
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VI. RESULTS

In Figs. 4-7 we display our results. Invariant mass spectra for the pd reactions without
and with an experimental filter are displayed in Figs, 4, 5. The acceptance D i l e ~ t o nSpectrometer Collatboration (DLS) filter we have used is Version 2.0. The filter supp~*esses
the
&lepton yield a t all invariant masses, and the resulting suppression is different for different
subprocesses b~ecauseof different kinematic conditions and kinematical limits in each channel. For comparison, we also display in Fig. 5 the results of the DLS collaboration4 for the
p g B e interaction scaled by a factor A;!.
If we assume that the absorption of an initial proThe
. result
ton in a nucleus is proportional to A-l, then the A-dependence should be ~ ' 1 ~
of calculation i n Ref.38shows that the absorption factor for Beryllium numerically coincides
with A-l. This means that one can expect that the dielectron production cross section
for the p g B e interaction, scaled by a factor of A-'/~, may be considered approximately as
dilepton production in a p-isoscalar nucleon interaction. Other medium effects (excluding
internal motion) in the light Beryllium nucleus are expected to be negligible. Therefore,
one must consider the scaled Beryllium data as some rough guide of what to be expected
by proper pd data at 1-2 GeV. We do not attempt a fine tuning of our input to reproduce
exactly the scaled data.
In calculating the A Dalitz decay and bremsstrahlung contribution in pd reactions, we
also take into account the internal motion of nucleons in the deuteron, as in Eq. (21). The
integrations in Eqs. (1, 13, 21) are performed by a Monte Carlo method. The cross section
of the elastic scattering in Eq. (13) is parametrized to reproduce the experimental data at
each initial energy separately.
Our results for 1 and 2 GeV without the DLS filter are close numerically to the results
of our previous papet*, where the above-mentioned off-shell suppression has been used. A
small difference is explained by diEerent paraznetrization of the v-production cross section
(in ?Xef.12 the prediction of Ref.29 was used) and taking into account in Ref." the phenomenological odE-shell correction in the two-body T matrix in the bremsstrahlung channel.
Hn Ref." the antisymmetrization in the pd cdlision was overestimated. At 2 GeV, the
bremsstrahlung is net a dominant source of the dileptons, and the off-shell effect is not seen
in the total CCPIOSSsection. A t 1 CeV, &heeEect of the off-shell correction is much smaller.
Sa, concerning the a@-shelleEects our present result may be considered as an upper li&t
for tbe b r e ; n t . i s S acontribmtiom.

In Figs. 4 and 5 we present the result of calculation without and with the DLS acceptance
filter. As a matter of fact, our study shows that the influence of the DLS filter is much
stronger than the off-shell corrections discussed in Ref.12 and it is strictly necessary to take
the filter into account for a correct comparison with experimental data.
At 1 GeV, we find the bremsstrahlung contribution nearly as strong as the A Dalitz decay. There is also a contribution of the 77 Dalitz decay. Near the threshold the 77 decay gives
the same (or even) larger contribution than the A Dalitz decay and bremsstrahlung. Subthreshold effects are responsible for larger invariant mass tails of the A and bremsstrahlung
contributions in the pd reactions. The vector dominance effects (i.e., the form factor) are
not important.
On the contrary, at 2.1 .GeV the VDM effect is important. However, the strong enhancement of the A Dalitz decay at the p peak is reduced by the t-dependence of the delta
production matrix element. The net result is a shoulder in the sum of all contributions. This
is not so clearly seen in pp reactions due to the kinematic limit. However, in pd reactions,
due to subthreshold effects it can be observed. Our net results are of the same order of
magnitude as those obtained in Ref.6, but in Ref.6 there is no shoulder behavior in the p
region. In the intermediate invariant mass region 0.2 5 &l 5 0.4 GeV the 7 Dalitz decay
gives the main contribution. The contribution of the LJ Dalitz decay is very small and is not
displayed here.
At 4.9 GeV, the available data of the dielectron production in the pd collision2 are
shown by open circles. One can see that even a peak appears at the p, W position which
Contrary to other investigations (e.g., Ref?)
coincides with the predictions of Refs
we get also a prominent delta decay contribution due to the vector dominance form factor
which determines the broad peak width while the p,w contributions give a sharp peak
on the delta bump. This broad peak has been predicted also in Ref.13 within a more
simplified model for the A Dalitz decay channel though with a too large value for the delta
production cross section. For more detailed comparison with the data at 4.9 GeV, one has
to take into account also other sources of dielectrons: bremsstrahlang with multi-pion final
states, pion annihilation ete.13. A similar analysis of the dilepton
in the proton
nucleons collision with taking into account proton nucleon bremsstrahlung and the effect of
propagating the A resonance (A Dalitz decay) has been performed in Ref.'" The principal
results of those channels in Ref.16 and in our study coincide, i-e,, the main contribution
to the dilepton spectrum comes from the A decay. But there is some difference in the
interpretation of the pdlpp ratio. In Re&'' some enhancement of the ratio at lower energies
may be explained by (i) different values of the A production crass section (in Ref.'"'this
difference amounts a factor 2-3) and (ii) relatively large destructive intahrenee betxveen
brernsstrahlung and the A decay channel in pp ;as compared to the pn collisions. In ous
model, the first effect exists but its contribution is smaller. The. difference between the A
production cross section is controlled by the Ver TVest-Arndt paametrization and it is 4af
a factor of -1.7 at E=1.2 GeV. The second eflfect is dropped hex&,howev~r,WE: take inta
account the 71 decay contribution,
.819t38.

Now let us consider the ratio of the cross section for pd to pp reactions

which is displayed in Fig. 6 for three energies. The experimental data are taken from RefS2.
The difference between pp and pd interactions consists in (i) taking into account the internal
nucleonmotion i n a deuteron, (ii) different expressions for the A production cross section
which follow from the Ver West-Arndt parametrization i n Eq. (12), and (iii) absence of the
71 decay contribution in the pp case above the threshold. If the bremsstrahlung contribution
in the pp and pd collision were switched off and the eta production cross section in the pn
reaction is taken equal to the cross section in the pp collision, the ratio would be energyindependent and close to 2 except for the vicinity of the kinematic pp threshold. It is seen
that the ratio rises towards the kinematic limits due to phase space limitations in the pp
reactions. Except for this boundary behavior, the ratio decreases towards 2 with increasing
initial energy, which reflects the decrease of K = apn,,/apn,,
towards 1 and a relative
decrease of the short range correlation effect responsible for the subthreshold 71 production
elastic NN-scattering cross section. At 1.26 GeV, the result is sensitive to the subthreshold
7 production mechanism. One can see that in spite of qualitative agreement with data, the
0.2 - 0.3 GeV than the data. Our analysis
theoretical prediction is twice smaller at M
shows that for the pp-collision at 1 GeV only the A Dalitz and pp bremsstrahlung contribute.
Theoretical uncertainties in the pp interaction are minimal because the total and differential
A-production cross section at 1 GeV are well known, as well as the elastic pp cross section
operating in bremsstrahlung. So, the calculated dielectron production cross section for
the pp-collision being multiplied by an experimentally measured quantity R results in an
estimation for dielectron yield in thepd-collision at 1GeV (cf. Eq. (28)). The corresponding
points are shown in Fig. 5 (open circles).
The Fig. 7 shows the ratio of the integrals

-

as a function on the initial energy E with the DLS filter. One can see some enhancement
01 the ratio a t E < 1.4 GeV because of the large sub-(and near-) threshold Dalitz decay
contribution in the pd collisions and pn bremsstrahlung contribution. Again, one can see
the diaerence of t-he factor 2 between the prediction and the data, and the origin of this
difference is the same as in Fig. 6. Then, the ~ a t i o
goes t o 2 as the contribution of the main
channels in the pp and pn collision becomes the same.

VII. SUMMARY
In summary, we present a detailed analysis of diekctron production in the pp and pd
reaction at 1-5 GeV and find qualitative agreement with available experimental data. Our

model relies on vector dominance, and improves the soft photon approximation, and uses
the correct A production cross section.
We can conclude that the dilepton production cross section is sensitive to the very details
of the elementary subprocesses which have been analyzed. The accuracy of the A, 7 ,w
Dalitz and direct p, W decays depends on the knowledge of the unstable hadron production
mechanisms. So, new precision measurements in the Bevalac, SIS, COSY energy region
are needed. Also an independent verification of the two-body T matrix off-shell behaxior
and time-like nucleon form factor is needed. Only a clear understanding of the dilepton
production in NN interaction can give a reliable possibility to use dileptons as an accurate
probe for a more complex nuclear collision.
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FIGURES

FIG. 1. Elastic A-production cross section for the pp -+ A++n reaction at bombarding energies
1.084 and 2.948 GeV. Experimental data a t 1.084 (triangles) are taken from Ref.17, while data
a t 2.948 GeV (squares) are from R~IE.". Solid lines correspond to calculations with T-matrix
(10)
A N N=
~ ANAx = 0.7 GeV. Curves representing calculations at 2.948 GeV exploit the
%-matrix from Ref.19 with AN^^ =
= 0.545 GeV (long dashes) the T-matrix (10) with
iIil"~1;
= ANAZ 0.545 GeV (dashes). At 1.084 GeV both latter curves practically coincide (long
long dashes).

-

FIG. 2. The Dalitz delta decay co~ltributionto the dielectron production at E = 1 and 2.1
GeV. The results of calculations with the constant productio~lcross section SA(s,134~)
in Eq. (1)
are represented by the short-dashed curve,while other curves correspond to different A productiorn
T-matrices. Notation is the same as in Fig. 1.

FIG. 3. Contributions of the pn (curve 2) and pp {curve 3) br~nnsstrl~l~~~xrng
to the &%~GG~TBR
~woductioraat 1 GeV. The curve 1 represents a contrib~tionof $ha;pw breransstra11lrjnn3g calcuiated
wit kin the soft photon appsoxiimr~tiunn[sec Eq. (19)].

= pd/2) at E = 1.0, 2.1, 4.9
FIG. 4. Dielectron invariant mass spectra for the pN-collision
CeV calculated without the DLS filter. The "pd" labels bremsstratll~ing,"q", "A77
and "W" dcnote
tlxe c ~ s . ~ s s ~ o n dDalitz
i n g decay contributions, "p/w" is the direct rho-omega decay, "C" is the sun1
of a11 contributio~~s,
The ljlne qy, at 1 GeV represents the subthreshold decay contribution with
tsliing into account the int~ernalnucleon motion in a deuteron; the line q, shows calculations with
the two-nucleon short-range correlation.

FIG. 5. Diclectrcpra invariant mass spcctra for the pN-coJEsion a t E = 1.0, 2.1, 4.9 GeV
calcnlzted with the DLS filter. Notations for the curves are the same as in Fig. 4. Experimental
tlata for p9Be etaDisions, scaled by the factor A - ~ I ~ are
, taken from
(solid circles). Open
circles xt 1 GeV represent the product of calc~~HaEed
dielectron yield in pp collisions times the ratio
of the pd to pp dielectron production (see the teslt). Open cirdes at 4.9 GeV are the experimental
data, taken

from R e f ~ . ~ ,

E. GeV
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FIG. 6. ltatio of the cross section for pd to pp reactions at E = 1.26, 2.1, 4.9 GeV. The
~'.
and solid lines correspond to the
preliminary experin~enta.1data are talien from ~ e f . ~ >Dashed
calclllation with and without of the DLS filter, respectively.

FIG. 7. ltatio of the integrated cross scctiorn f ~ pd
r to pp reactions 3s faiftcbion a&'the jiDi2ial
energy. Solid line cosresporlds to the calculatiorx with the DES fiilLcr. The preErniatary ex~>erirne~itai
data are taken from Refs.'J9.

